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I N T R O D U C T I O N
Education is gradually becoming less a custom
and more of a science*

The development of modern edu

cational psychology is bringing about changes of man
agement and method that are little short of revolution
ary*

Among the men?© recent ideas there are some that

seem pregnant with tremendous possibilities for the im
provement of educational procedure* The most far reach
ing in its beneficial possibilities seems to be the idea
of measuring the results of teaching and the intelligence
of school children by means of standard tests*
In classifying elementary school pupils, it is
too often the opinion of classroom teachers that tests
are primarily supervisory Instruments and too difficult
in operation, too obscure in Interpretation to be of any
real aid to the Individual teacher in her work of classi
fication*
Standard tests and the types of information re
sulting from their use in the classroom are coming to be
almost universally identified with good teaching practice*
In many ways, teachers have always endeavored to measure
the progress of their pupils toward an educational goal
and to diagnose revealed defects in instruction*
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urooae;-

The purpose of writing on this sub

ject la to give seme valid reasons why a certain em
phasis should be placed upon the fact that standardized
tests are valuable Instruments for the teacher to under
stand and use In classifying elementary pupils.

She may

be able to handle her work more intelligently, and with
more successful results In proportion as she makes greater
use of proper measures of her efforts.
Method of Procedures-

In the development of the

subject, the writer has divided the subject under the
following headingss
1•

Xntrodue 11 on

2m

Background of the Idea of Standard Testa

3.

Educational Measurements

4.

Practical Uses of Educational Tests

5.

Using the Standard Test In the Classroom

6.

Summary and Conclusion

7#

Recommendations

After having decided on the purpose, the writer
proceeded to collect material in the following manner:
A general survey was made of the college library,

ma

terial was collected from educational Journals, magazines
and reference texts in education.

s

Background of the Idea of Standard Testa
Measurement is no recent educational fad*

For

several generations teachers have been employing tests
which to the observer would differ from standardized
tests in only one respect, and that is, the teacher's
test is usually written on the blackboard* while the
standardized test is printed on paper*
"Educational measurement is ancient as a fact,
medieval as a process and modern as a science#

Half of

Solomon's proverbs are tests for wisdom.The Chinese
had a system of testing which was a sort of beginning
for the Hillegas Composition Scale*

The Roman father

considered his son's education finished when his son
could read the Roman Law from the tablet in the public
forum*

Wholly within the past two decades, and largely

since 1909, a vast change in educational procedure has
been affected in this country as the result of the de
velopment of scientific methods as applied to the measure
ment of both the pupil3 and the instruction to be given*
Where formerly we had only the teacher's guess as to the
pupils who were bright, average and dull, we now have
graded and standardized groups and individual intelli
gence scales for

e

in determining the native ability

the pup Is have for mastering the work of the schools.
^Brooke, - Improving Schools by ataMapdlzed Teste
PP* i-2*
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Pioneers in Measurement Movement:- Prof# Ayres
tells us, "If Dr. Rice Is to be called the inventor of
educational measurement. Prof# B# L# Thorndyke should
be called the father of the movement#®'
In 1894 Dr# Rice conceived the Idea of a com
parative test to be used in measuring the results of in
struction in many schools#

Out of the comparative tests

grew norms#
It was the genius of E. L» Thorndyke that made
possible the next advance#

Utilizing the Cattell—Puller-

ton equal distance Theorem, he devised a scale unit for
the measuring of educational achievement#

This marks the

beginning of scientific educational measurement#
Stonefs Arithmetic Testa worked out under the
direction of Thorndyke and published in 1908, represent
a sort of transition from the Rice comparative tests to
the Thorndyke Handwriting Scale published in 1909#
Subsequent students of Thorndyke have elaborated
on the statistical technique for the construction of
educational scales#

Hlllegas, Buckingham, Trabue, and

Woody constructed respectively the Composition Scale,
Spelling Scale, Language Scale, and Fundamentals of
Arithmetic Scale#
The measure of the achievement of pupils was
first used by an English school master as early as 1864
Ibid# fp# 45-66#
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but was later scientifically developed by Prof. E# L#
Thorndyke•
Two groups of workers, psychologists and school
administrators contributed to the early development of
standard tests for measuring achivement of pupils.
The test that has come into great prominence in
recent years is the individual or group Intelligence test
which may be given independently of the laboratory, which
has grown out of the work of the French psychologists
BInet and Simon#
The measurement of general Intelligence, or
capacity to learn was developed separately from the
measurement of the achievement of pupils#
The movement for scientific measurement of edu
cation has spread with great rapidity#

Courtis has been

particularly successful in disseminating interest In
tests#

Hence It Is appropriate that he should have di

rected the testing in the first formal survey where
tests were employed#

The survey was the New York Survey

of 1911-1912, and the tests used were the Courtis Arith
metic Tests#

Since that time the movement has grown

at such a pace that now tests and scales are In daily
use throughout this country and in Europe#
Educational Measurements*-

All abilities and

virtues for which education is consciously striving can
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be measured today better than they ever have been.

The

measurement of initiative, judgment of relative values,
leadership, appreciation of good literature and the like
is entirely possible.

We already have a scientific scale

for the measurement of poetic appreciation.

The measure

ment may not be exact as we might wish but they would have
value.
Measurement in education is in general the same
as measurement in the physical sciences.

The two types

of measurement are fundamentally alike because both measure
physical manifestation.

Neither adding ability nor good

intentions can be measured by plunging a thermometer in
to a spiritual medium of a child, but thoy can be by
measuring his behavior and judging his inner condition
therefrom.

Physical measurements are in general more

exact than educational measurements but educational
measurements has no monopoly upon imperfect tests.
Exact measurement has made possible the rapid
progress in the natural sciences.

More than anything

else it has been the absence of exact measurement which
has kept education from the rank of a science.
Measurement in education is broader than edu
cational tests.

Some estimate the quality of instruction

by investigating the material equipment of libraries,
laboratories, classrooms, or by the academic or pro-
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fessional training of the teacher.

Others measure in

struction by observing the teacher *s method and by forming
an opinion on the basis of these observations.

Others

base their judgment upon detailed observations of the
behavior of pupils.

Still others test the pupils by

means of examinations.

We are attempting to discuss

the basic principles of measurement which will not only
apply to educational tests but to any sort of education
al measurement.

Hie main emphasis should be upon tests

because they offer the best premise for exact measure
ment.
There are at least three other important factors
in education beside measurement: namely, pupil, methods
and material, and goals.

The teacher needs to know the

psychology of the pupil, the proper goal to which the
pupil is to be developed, and the methods and material
which should be employed to develop the pupil from his
initial ability to the desired goal.
The purpose of certain methods and materials
is to help the pupil grow toward a certain goal.
the methods employed accomplish their purpose?
not tell without employing measurement.

Do
We can

This measure

ment is everywhere in education and in our daily lives.
A common criticism of educational measurement
is that the tests measure a narrow limited segment of a
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pupil*s totality.

A totality test for a pupil would bo

useful but If we possessed one we would proceed im
mediately to construct tests for the detailed measurement
of pupil abilities.

Teachers not only teach children

"all over," they teach them in detail.

If tests are to

aid instruction effectively, there is as much need for
them to measure in detail as in totality.
It is generally conceded that standard tests
are incapable in and of themselves of improving in
struction in any subject.

Tests merely reveal the situa

tion and do not do anything to improve significantly the
condition revealed by the testing.
There are three main types of measurement which
may be used as a basis for classification.
chief types are?

The three

intelligence measurements, educational

measurements, and pedagogical measurements or teacher*s
marks.

Medical measurements are frequently used to

classify together pupils who are anemic.

Chronological

measurements have been used to classify pupils into life
groups.

We shall consider the three main types as they

are used to classify pupils not by separate subjects
but by a sort of average of all subjects.
The first fundamental objective of classifica
tion is to put together those of the same educational
status.

It is believed that homogeneous groups will
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mor® satisfactory progress due to the fact that the tea
cher can teach such a group almost as one pupil* The
needs of all pupils are then closely similar.
The second fundamental objective of classifi
cation Is to put together those who will make progress
at equal rate. At the best periodic reclassification
will be necessary. To make perfect provision for equal
rate of progress would require a knowledge of each pupil*s
interest, industry, physiological limit and so forth.
Classification by single subjects rather than
a cross-section of all subjects, does help sane but not
very much because any one subject in the elementary school
is divided into a multitude of subordinate mental traits
which may or may not be psychologically akin.
The test should measure an important phase of
the school work. Unless the school is to be classified
by subjects, the different tests should measure different
subjects as a rule. Gray has devised a test in oral
reading which measures accuracy and fluency of pronun
ciation consisting of a series of paragraphs arranged
in order of radually increasing difficulty. The test
may be used in all grades beginning with the fir3t. In
giving the test the pupils are taken on© at a time and
asked to road, beginning a paragraph the pupil reads
through the paragraph while the teacher records on
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another copy of the teat two sots of facts; the number
of seconds the pupil takes to read each paragraph and
the errors which ere rocde#
Six types of errors are recorded:
(1) Complete mispronunciation of the word so
as to indicate that the pupil has no con
trol over it.
(2) partial mispronunciation;
(5) omissions;
(4) substitutions;
(5) insertions;
(6) repetitions
Depending upon the time required awl the number of
errors, the pupil may receive full credit, threefourths, one-half, one-fourth, or no credit for the
reading of the paragraph as is shown by Table I#1
Table I.
2
2

•
#

2„
s
• Oeeonds
i 0
2
• 40 or more
:4
2
! 30—39
. 2 4
2
• 4
I 26-29
2
I 20-24
2 4
2
* 19 or less
L4

E

:

R

•
•

R

0

R

2
2 2 3 2 4!5
2
2
3 2 2 » i i 0
2
;
2
3 i 2 » * t 1
2
2
2
3 i 2 f 1 J 1
2
2
2
4; 3 2 2 2 1 ? 1
2
#
2
4 I, 3 X 2 \ i-JL 1

1 \
2
4 1
2
4 i
2
4 s
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S
f 7
2
0! 0
2
1 f 0
6

«

1 2 0
2
1 2 0
2
1
0

uaael, - Classroom Teat - pp. 271-272#

t
*
*
5

*
*
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The number in the left hand column refers to the time
required to read a paragraph.

The numbers 0, 1, 2, 3,

4, 5, 6, 7# in the horizontal line at the top of the
table refers to the number of errors made in reading
a paragraph.

The numbers in the horizontal to the

right of ®40 or more" means that if a paragraph is
read in 40 or more seconds a credit of 4, or full credit
is given; with one error a credit of 4; with two errors
a credit of 5 (three-fourths credit); with three errors
a credit of 2; and so forth.
If the same zero point were used for all grades
it would be possible to assign fixed values to the para
graph and simplify the scoring as is illustrated by the
following record*
Score
?,

3
?
3
|
«
•

3
I..
•
e

I
3
1•
•
2

Paragraph

Value

Seconds

1

44

22

0

2

48

27

0

3

52

28

1

4

56

35

1

5

60

37

2

6

64

40

3

7

68

40

5

Errors

•2:
•
|
3
{
e
•

:
••

:

3
3
3
•
3
L
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Practical Uses of Educational Tests?-

Teachers

frequently wonder ju3t how their classes will compare
in attainment with other classes in the same school or
system or even with other schools.

Before achievement

tests were worked out, this knowledge was practically
impossible.

There was no means of making comparisons.

Achievement tests are used for diagnosis of teaching.
It is Important to be able to determine as a result
of comparative studies whether the teaching Itself may
be improved.

It will be clear that both strong and

weak points in teaching may be diagnosed by the teacher
herself, independent of a superintendent or supervisor.
At the beginning of the term the teacher wishes to know
the weak points of her pupils in order to direct her
work where it will do the most good.

She wants to

know the sort of preparation her pupils have had in
general for the work. Por these purposes achievement
tests will be given.
Closely connected with the use of the test
for diagnosis of the class, is the use for determi
nation of the difficulties and peculiarities of each
pupil.

While In general individual differences are

not so marked as to preclude efficient class instruction,
yet the more that Is known about a child's weakness and
strong points the more successful the Instructor may he
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In handling the group.
Achievement tests may he used for setting
standards for achievement.

The entire class can he

aroused in the attempt to attain a standard which has
been shown by the experience of other classes in the
same or other communities.

The pupil can see his own

weak points and can strive to remedy them in a way which
is most valuable.
Achievement tests may well be made the basis
of promotions using them judiciously.

However no sin

gle test should be made the entire basis of promotion
in any school.
Mental tests are quite different in idea from
achievement tests.

They are of two sorts, laboratory

tests used by psychologists to test reactions of in
dividuals to various stimuli, in order to determine
their varying degrees of sensation, perception and the
like, and tests

iven to individuals or groups in the

school room to determine their ability to answer question
or perform tasks of a general character not connected,
at least directly, with school work of any sort.
The intelligence test is especially valuable
to the classroom teacher in assisting her in solving
the problem of the proper treatment of the child who
is out of the ordinary or locating the children of

very superior abilities#
Another valuable service of the Intelligence
test Is to assist in bringing about a much needed
differentiation in courses of study which will per
mit each pupil to have work more suitable to his
particular abilities.
Hiere Is a close correlation between the re
sults of Intelligence tests and the combined results
of achievement tests, that is, between mental ability
and accomplishment of school tasks, therefore they may
be used for grading purposes at a considerable saving
of time and energy.
It Is a fair assumption that the crucial pur
pose of elementary education is to make certain changes
in children.

To this end we have surrounded thorn with

books, pictures, maps, tools, play-things, pedagogical
methods, and with teachers who will utilize these in
struments as leverages to produce the desired changes.
Radical changes were required to fit the dif
ferent tests for use in testing the abilities of ele
mentary school pupils.

Devising suitable group tests

for the younger pupils who can scarcely read or wrrlte
was the most difficult problem.

This problem has been

partially solves within the last few years by means of
picture completion tests.

There are also a number of
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excellent group t©3ts adapted for the lower grades.
The teacher should not attach too much im
portance to the results of intelligence or achieve
ment tests alone.

Mental tests should supplement

and not supersede the results of measurement of class
room achievement.

These tosts should not he used in

place of all other obtainable information about a
pupil or class but should be interpreted in the light
of such information.
Using Standard Teats in the Classroom:-

In

the earliest stage of development of the standard tests
it was believed that the most valuable result came from
their use in periodical surveys by persons other than
the classroom teacher.

Recently it has come to be more

generally accepted that as many of the tests as possi
ble should be given by the classroom teacher.

This seems

to be especially true in the case of tests which furnish
information of special Importance in the improvement of
classroom instruction.

It was the early idea that only

a trained psychologist should attempt or evaluate tests.
But as time has gone on it has been found possible so
to modify the nature of many of the tests, and to give
such careful and adequate directions for their use that
almost any intelligent person with experience in hand
ling children can secure satisfactory results.
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There are three steps to be considered In
testingj (a) the giving of the test} (b) the scoring
of the test; (e) the Interpretation of the scores#
The requisites for giving teats properly come
under four principle heads: (1) ability to follow
directions} {2) personal poise and control} (6) pupil
control} (4) proper environment#1
The person giving tests must be temperamental
ly fitted to follow directions to the letter#

If un

usual situations arise, she is to give the teat as in
structed, and In evaluating it, if there be doubts
about the validity of the results, should submit them
with attending circumstances to a trained expert for
an opinion#

The teacher who is not self-controllod,

who is lacking in poise, is likely to fail in giving
the tests#

Undue emotionalism of any 3ort is Incom

patible with scientific accuracy#

The teacher who is

self-controllod, even-tempered, master of herself in
©very way will make the ideal examiner#
Test results mean nothing unless the class or
group is under definite control# Pupils work best in
tests as in every sort of work, when they are in as
nearly a natural frame of mind, as little agitated or
flurried as possible# The teacher who can maintain
sympathy in or with a group will find that the result
V' n"'T' ""
•' ' 1"" 11"" 1
Billard, - Educational Measurements and the
aiaa,-gooa Caches* - pp# 46-46*
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of the test comes as near being accurate and repre
sentative as can be desired.

The test can best be

given when there is absolute quiet.
must be avoided.

Interruptions

Any factor which might induce

strain must be avoided.
Tests may be used periodically or they may be
used 3cme what constantly in the classroom.

The best

adaptation of periodic or continuous testing depends
somewhat upon the purposes the tests are to serve and
the nature of those selected.

If the tests used are

the more common survey test of general achievement they
are usually

iven early in the school term, and then

again a few days before the end of the term.

This pro

cedure permits the teacher to determine the improvement
which her pupils have made during this period.
Ihe periodical use of educational tests to
measure the class or the individual improvement is by
far the most prevalent practice.

Tests which are

iven

only during the school year are frequently given at or
near the end of the year.

This is probably one of the

least important times for tests to be given since the
entire school year is gone and there is no opportunity
for the teacher to attempt to do anything about the
conditions revealed by the tests.

If only a cross-

section of the school is taken this should undoubted-
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make of the measure, the way in which she is to In
terpret the results, familiarize herself with the real
purpose of the tests, and then put all of this know
ledge into practice, or she should not use them at all*
In the hands of practical men and women in
telligence tests with their interpretations are proving
themselves practical tools for practical purposes*
Test Norms and Standards:-

Standard tests are

distinguished by the fact that they are uniformly ac
companied by norms which permit an accurate interpre
tation of the meaning of their scores*

Many informal

objective tests meet all other criteria of objective
measuring devices except this one, but on account of
the lack of norms for the evaluation of achievement,
are limited in their usefulness*

Norms furnish the

teacher with definite information as to what has been
achieved under ordinary school room conditions*

They,

therefore, suggest what may be expected in the way of
achievement under similar conditions*
Nonas and standards are not exactly Identical
although common and somewhat careless usage has tended
to make them appear the 3ame*

One reason for this con

fusion in the meaning of the terms is to be found in the
use of the word, Standardizing, for the process of es-
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ly come early enough in the school year to permit the
teacher to profit from the findings.
A further refinement of the idea of using tests
early in the school year to secure information for the
guidance of the teacher is found in their use immed
iately following the completion of the instruction on
a particular unit of subject matter.

This means that

many tests, each measuring a rather narrow field must
be devised.
Scoring of the papers is not very difficult.
One great advantage of most tests and scales is the
ease with which they may be corrected.

Hot only are

instructions given for the method to be followed, but
devices are suggested for reducing the work to a me
chanical system, in all cases where no element of
judgment is involved, as in practically all of the
intelligence tests and in many of the achievement
tests and scales.
After the tests are corrected, the next step
is to tabulate the results.

After the papers are

marked and the scores tabulated or graphed, the tea
cher is then ready to make some use of them.

The

giving and scoring of a test is worth nothing in
itself, but the use of the measure gives it its value.
The teacher should look into the use which she is to
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tablishing norms.
Norms represent the actual levels of achieve
ment of typical school children under controlled conditions.
Standards imply an ultimate goal to be achieved.
Ihe standard of handwriting quality may be that of per
fect legibility, while the norm, or actual achievement
of pupils for quality are usually far below the standard.
!Ehe prevalence of norms rather than standards for most
educational tests, however, forces u® in the interest
of consistency to use the term "norms" most frequently.
We have here noted several uses for norms, namely:
( 1 ) Horms afford the b a s i s f o r t h e evaluation
of instruction.
( 2 ) Norms provide g o a l s of achievement which are
valuable for stimulation.
(3) Norms provide the b a s i s f o r analysis of i n 
dividual pupil's test scores for the purpose
of revealing individual difficulties and
weaknesses.
( 4 ) Norms determine whether a c h i l d i s working
up to the level of ability which may be ex
pected of him.
( 5 ) Norms f u r n i s h t h e necessary information f o r
more accurate and objective classification
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and grading of pupils#
The Basis for the Testing; Program:-

On© of

the most common errors made by the teacher and super
visor is the inauguration of a testing program without
the formulation of a clear cut problem, the solution
of which can be most advantageously reached through
the use of standard tests#

The more clearly defined

this problem is, the better, for the testing program
will thus be more limited in extent and increased in
intensity#

The best constructive supervisory program

will result from careful intensive cultivation of a
limited field#

If the work is undertaken in this way

much time will be saved and one of the most common
criticisms avoided, namelys

that the time of the

pupil and teacher is taken for the testing and nothing
ever comes of it#

The teacher and pupil have a right

to profit from a knowledge of the conditions revealed
by the testing#
Summary and Conclusion:-

Teachers are now

getting away from the idea that the use of standard
tests in classifying elementary school pupils are only
supervisory instruments#

They are coming to be almost

universally Identified with good teaching practices#
Educational measurement is no recent fad but
for generations teachers have been employing tests of
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some sort for determining the ability pupils have for
mastering the work of the school#

Such men as Pro

fessors Rice, Thorndyke and others have brought rapid
changes In the development of the measurement move
ment#

All abilities and virtues can now be measured

better than ever#

But as important as measurements

are, other factors in education, namely, pupil, methods
and materials, and goals*

The teacher should know the

psychology of the pupil, the proper goal to which the
pupil Is to be developed and the methods and materials
to be used In developing the pupil to the desired goal#
There are many criticisms on measurements but
as time goes on the teachers will find them desirable
as well as useful and practical#
Mental and achievement tests have many practi
cal uses but too much importance should not be attached
to these tests alone#

All other obtainable Information

should be used In aiding the teacher#

The classroom

teacher should give as many standard tests as is possi
ble for they furnish valuable Information In the im
provement of classroom instruction#
The teacher should know how to give and score
testa but it is decidedly more important that she be
able to interpret the results, for it Is the use of
the measure that will be of most service#
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There is a difference in norms and standards
hut due to the prevalence of norms rather than standards
for most educational tests, we more often use the term
wnorms.B

The norms represent the actual levels of

achievement of typical school children.
The formulation of a clear cut problem solved
through the use of standard tests forms the best testing
program.

Tie best constructive testing program will need

intensive cultivation of a limited field.
In conclusion, I think that the standard tests
are the greatest boon thas^lhas ever been invented for
classifying elementary school pupils.

Tests are es

pecially beneficial to the conscientious teacher who
Is striving to obtain the be3t results.
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R E C O M M E N D A T I O N
The writer submits the following recommendationss
1*

That standard tests be used by all Ele
mentary school teachers because they are
reliahlej they can be objectively scored
and are very economical*

2*

That the teacher use great care In selecting
the proper tests since the tests are to be
selected to coincide with the purpose for
which they are to be used#

3*

That the result of intelligence-achievement
tests, and teacher's marks b® correlated for
the purpose of aiding the teacher In classi
fying the pupil*

4*

That the teacher not base conclusions on
the results of one test, but should give
severs! tests*

5*

That the teacher should follow very closely
the rules for giving test*

6*

That the teacher should formulate a program
which will result in the elimination or Im
provement of undesirable conditions revealed
by the test#
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